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Anew kind of interiority fora mad world
Laurence Freeman reflects on how spirituality is a force for sanity and healing (p. 2-5)
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A letter from Laurence Freeman, OSB

A desert monk once said: ‘the day
will come when the world will go
mad. When they meet someone who
is sane, they will point at him and say
‘he is mad: he is not like us.’ Between
starting this letter and revising it, several new events have occurred testifying to the madness of our time – the
most recent being the Orlando massacre. It seems we do not have time to
draw breath and digest a tragedy - or
an affront to our political intelligence
- before another succeeds it. This is
not merely due to the hunger of the
media-makers for sensational stories,
for making the news ever spicier. It is a
sadly real part of our world today in its
escalation into the unreal.
I would like to invite you who are
taking a few minutes to read this letter
to reflect, as contemplatives in community, about what our spiritual life
can contribute to making our world a
saner, healthier and more charitable
place to inhabit.
You may say ‘nothing - my meditation helps me to deal with the effects
of this situation but it can’t touch the
problem directly. Anyway, there is a
clear line between religion and politics
and contemplation is about my personal relationship with my God.’ Even
so, it’s important to question where
this line is and whether it can be drawn
once and for all. Some years ago, after
Pope John Paul had come out against
the US invasion of Iraq, I was speaking
at a Catholic church in Houston, Texas
and referred to this as a conflict of interest in the lives of those who might
see themselves both as obedient
Catholics and as patriotic Americans.
Some people walked out. Others came
to me afterwards and whispered their
thanks, saying they did not feel they
could express their real view about the
military action, either in their parishes

or at dinner with friends, for fear of
being cast out as social and religious
pariahs. Similarly, a politician friend of
mine in Britain asked some of his Jewish colleagues why they didn’t come
out publicly against the worst of Israeli government policies towards Palestinians. They replied that if they did
they would be ostracised at the synagogue and their families shunned at
the golf club.

If we have understood
the parable of the
Good Samaritan,
how can we even
categorise ‘who is our
neighbour’ and who is not?
This issue about the relationship between politics and religion, contemplation and action, calls into question
the meaning and purpose of religion;
but it also points to the direct influence of contemplation on religion. Is
religion a way of making ourselves feel
secure, barricaded with people of like
mind and background against those
who believe and look different? Is contemplation just an individual escape
from the stressful anxiety of social demands and political conscience into a
‘peaceful’ other world?
In this kind of view, politics is public
sphere and religion – and even more
‘spirituality’ –private sphere. In the
ancient civic religion of Rome religion
was unquestionably a state affair. The
clergy were civil servants and public religious services maintained the
political status quo as English village
churches also did in their day. Christianity challenged this arrangement
however. It looked like a religion but
perhaps was more or less than what

people expected religion to be. In particular, it demanded poverty of spirit
and purity of heart, interiority and also
new social values. But slowly the Christian institutional model adapted to
the old model of religion. Even today,
in a secularised Denmark, most young
people are confirmed at the hands of
clergy as a coming of age ritual, financially supported by the state, but with
little or no spiritual significance.
Maybe this has some social benefits,
though whether they can be said to
involve Christian values is doubtful.
But what happens even to this kind of
secularised religiosity when the ‘world
goes mad’? When, for example, we see
religion absorbed into politics to justify
the unjustifiable in the name of God?
Maybe when he visited Mount Athos
earlier this year Mr Putin may have had
time to reflect on this. As will many of
the Polish hierarchy, who support their
civil government’s blanket rejection of
accepting even a small number of Syrian refugees, when Pope Francis comes
to visit and will no doubt invoke the
words of Jesus: ‘I was homeless and you
gave me shelter’. How can we politicise
away that call to direct compassion?
If we have understood the parable of
the Good Samaritan, how can we even
categorise ‘who is our neighbour’ and
who is not?
*
What has sent us mad? Maybe our
dizzying rate of technological change
and our inability to control it. Our failure to enforce standards of decency in
economic capitalism. Our intoxication
with entertainment, external stimulus,
addiction and the systemic failures of
national education. Is there no connection, for example, between the
madness of US gun laws and presidential campaign debates with the fact of
42% of Americans holding creationist
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beliefs (the world was created literally as the Bible describes 10,000 years
ago). Or do EU constitutional leaders
refusing to acknowledge the Christian
influence on European civilisation not

Thomas Halík and Charles Taylor

affect the disorientation and meaninglessness of their culture?
Maybe part of our madness is the
confusion and conflict between religion and spirituality and the public
sphere - and the fallout from this extreme polarisation. This was the theme
of a Meditatio Seminar organised recently in Prague by our national community. Two Templeton prize winners,
Charles Taylor and Tomas Halik, reflected over a number of days and meetings
on ‘spirituality in a secular age’. It was
an enlightening and mind-expanding
time: but also heart-opening because
for so many participants the questions
being explored were not only intellectual but deeply touched their personal
lives and experience of meaning.
Religion (institutionally) is increasingly suspected and rejected for many
reasons: because of its apparent lack
of authentic spirituality, its self-fixation and narrowness of focus in moral
judgements. Parents who still go to
church often mourn the death of religious practice in the lives of their children. The loss of the symbolic and sacramental dimensions of life and their
embodying of profound values has
impoverished, even shipwrecked us on
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islands of negativity and superficiality.
Yet we are talking of a certain kind of
religion. No sane person would mourn
the passing of theocracy, the medieval
papacy, or prefer to live under the IS.
But the loss of the baby with the bathwater in our secularised culture has
surely accelerated our drift into madness. We are left looking for what we
have lost but not sure how to name
it. We often rummage in the dark. The
downgrading of religion does not
mean that the sacred itself has been
abandoned. The holy does not disappear. It migrates. We have to find it
again with a new kind of interiority
This is why spirituality is important
today as a force for sanity and for healing the damage inflicted on ourselves
by our madness. We seem at times like
the Gerasene demoniac whom Jesus
met and healed:
He lived among the tombs; and
no one could restrain him anymore,
even with a chain; for he had often
been restrained with shackles and
chains, but the chains he wrenched
apart, and the shackles he broke in
pieces; and no one had the strength
to subdue him. Night and day among
the tombs and on the mountains he
was always howling and bruising
himself with stones.
(Mk 5: 2-5)
His name was ‘Legion’ because, like
us, his condition was complex. It would
be easier, at least more comfortable,
to try to use our meditation to numb
the pain of the modern world, to shut
down our confused conscience and
contradictory values. Some forms of
market-driven spirituality do exactly
this by identifying spiritual experience
as a consumer product enhancing only
individual well-being. This is a shadow
projection of spirituality, as dangerous
and dark as the shadow of the anti-

christ shed by an institutional religion
that closes itself against the Spirit. ‘The
corruption of the best is the worst.’
*
I spoke recently at a conference in
Los Angeles on spirituality and mental health and was encouraged to
see that, even at the administrative
and professional levels, there were
strong insights about the healing
connection between meditation and
mental health.
Perhaps the most prevalent and disturbing symptom of our cultural sickness of soul is loneliness and the sense
of alienation from meaning. Meaning
means connection. When we have
lost the experience of being truly connected meaning dissolves. The phenomenon of loneliness and its relation to the terror of meaninglessness
confronts every part of our developed
world and all sections of our affluent
societies, the haves and the have-nots,
the celebrities and the nameless, the
powerful and the dependent. No one
is immune from this virus of disconnection. Today our culture distances us
from others even as it seems to bring
us closer. An overwhelming characteristic of our modern culture is a loneliness that purports to bring us closer
together through social media and
entertainment and the great ‘false
friend’ of brand loyalty. As our attention span shrinks and approaches that
of a goldfish, the degree of existential
alienation intensifies; and the point at
which we will not even be aware of
what we have lost in terms of basic human interaction rushes monstrously
towards us.
Loneliness exacerbates the experience of hunger. When we are not
quite sure what we are hungry for, we
attempt to satisfy it more and more
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desperately. Loneliness itself is an insatiable hunger. It gnaws at our entrails, obsesses us, tyrannises us and
eventually drives us out of our minds.
The mass killings our society are committed by individuals who have descended into extreme isolation and
inflict their unbearable pain on others. Loneliness leads to an ever-more
crazy chaos of activity and distraction.
We invent miraculous resources like
the internet and immediately spawn
their bastardised, shadow versions –
‘second life’, pornography, addictive
gambling and shopping, racist and
hate-mongering sites – all intensifying the pain and confusion of loneliness. We develop television that has
the power to bring socially unifying
influences and ideas into our private
spaces and then use it for commercial
profit, dumbing down the intelligence,
replacing public discourse, for which it
has such potential, with propaganda
and branding. We inherit huge collective wealth that make our lives easier
to live and longer and that set us free
from the dangers and hardships of our
forebears – our public services, like
roads, clean water supply, educational
opportunities, travel and cultural exchange, communications – and we
squander them like spoiled children
who never had to work for a living
and we create an economy of debt on
the shaky foundations of shameful inequalities.
*
We get the politicians we want and
if we’re not careful we can’t get rid of
them when we wake up to what we
have done. Religion has a responsibility to be part of this debate whenever
it touches these unreal and dangerous
zones. But the deeper causes and the
long-term source of recovery are to be
found not in the religious but in the
spiritual realm.
Spirituality, however, that is not
grounded in a simple practice quickly
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evaporates into complex abstractions.
Our community has always been focused on emphasising the simplicity of
the practice. When we were launching
Meditatio, our outreach programme,
some years ago our national coordinators were consulted and agreed overwhelmingly with the proposal and also
highlighted ‘keeping it simple’ as being
our first priority. This is what we mean
by the ‘essential teaching’. Although it
might be seen as a narrowing of our
focus it has proved itself spiritually in
the great broadening of our range of
outreach – bringing this simple teach-

are looking for now. Perhaps this has
forced us focus on the global sharing
of the teaching in the monastery without walls that has evolved ever since
the beginning. Personally, I admit, it
has given me a kind of loneliness for
a more settled life but this has been
more than compensated for by the
deep friendships and the experience
of communion I share with you within
our amazing community.
It seems to me, now, even more so
since consulting the community, that
the time has now come to find and
make a settled home, so that the work
of our community can have a foundation of stability from which to continue
Spirituality, however,
evolve. Personally, this will mean
that is not grounded in to
that I will travel much less and, with
a simple practice quickly the blessing of my monastic superiors,
evaporates into complex remain in this new centre. (I imagine
this will make my life simpler not easiabstractions.
er). But – to connect with the theme of
ing and practice to refugees and the this letter – I don’t see this project as an
homeless, to MBA students and politi- evasion of the challenges of our mad
cal leaders, to children and the dying, time. Quite the reverse, it is a committo environmentalists and social work- ment to promoting a deep and simple
ers, to academics and carpenters.
spirituality as a way of addressing our
There have been tensions in this – as complex mental and social instabilithere are in any attempt to apply the ties. The communicative medium of
gospel way of life to life as we live it this promotion will be, above all, a
when the world is going mad. This has lived silence.
been our story throughout the 25 years
It will indeed be a home for all our
of our community that we celebrate meditators worldwide, a place to teach
this year. At our gathering of National our teachers, to form new leaders, to
Coordinators
, which will have taken welcome groups of young seekers, to
place by the time you read this, I feel hold dialogue with other faiths as also
we will see these tensions in the per- with scientists, artists and thinkers, to
spective ofourgrowth, of the peace help those called to deeper interiority
that Christ gives and in the unity that through periods of solitude. I believe
he is. Our plans for the new WCCM in- this will be of immense benefit for our
ternational retreat centre have already community in the next 25 years.
been subject of consultation with the
But if it were only for our own bennational communities and found a efit, the contemplative spirituality of
positive and supportive consensus.
the community would be false. The
I have pondered this for years, since new centre will challenge and enable
I first joined John Main and committed us to live even more a Christian witness
myself to this work and path. Despite of compassion and inclusivity in a dimany near misses and offers we have vided world. It will be a centre of peace
never found a true home such as we run ‘in the spirit of serving the unity of
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all’ as the WCCM Constitution states.
It will be a centre of spirituality, lived
from and rooted in a specific teaching
and tradition but open to all ways in
which the spirit manifests its essential
nature of unity and peace.
When the world was going mad
in the fourth century many went to
the desert but not only to escape the
world. In the twenty-first century we
need places where people can also
step aside even briefly from the whirling madness of the world to re-centre,
reconnect to themselves and sustain
their spiritual practice. One of the key

Potential new WCCM International Centre in France

criteria in our search for a new home
has been that it should be peaceful
and easily accessible. And – as Jean
Vanier added when I discussed it with
him and he encouraged us in this direction – ‘make sure it is beautiful’. The
simplicity, peace and beauty of the
spirit needs to be seen. It is seen in
our meditation groups, in the growing numbers of children meditating in
classrooms. It will also be seen in our
new centre.
*
The contemplative experience, like
Christ, is the same yesterday, today
and tomorrow. This is why we are able
to draw on the richness of tradition to
help regain our sanity now by drinking
deeply from the wells opened in the
past but flowing still from the everfresh springs of wisdom. The study and
pondering of our mystical tradition is
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not a substitute for the essential teaching or the simple practice. But without
this connection to the communion
of fellow-pilgrims that is deeper than
time itself we risk our solitude becoming another form of loneliness, the inner journey becoming too much for us.
We always need each other for encouragement and support. But true community is also a contemporary manifestation of this spiritual communion
stretching back beyond the horizons
of history.
Language, culture, even belief systems all change their form over time.
Meaning, however, simply deepens.
There is a risk in trying to make meaning only by creating ‘diagrams of the
invisible’, as Evelyn Underhill said of
Meister Eckhart. But we avoid this
danger of abstraction - and we make
ourselves more embodied and more
real - when we balance our thinking
and doing with the interior work of
unknowing. The language of our personal lives and the public language of
politics then become more sane and
more honest for the work of silence in
our lives.
We usually speak of mad behaviour as a characteristic of ‘unbalanced’
people. Our contemplative life in community reminds our culture of what
balance means and in what it consists.
Above all, it is the personal balance
between our inner and outer life, between stillness and movement, contemplation and action. At the heart
of this daily practice, of keeping and
deepening our balance, is another kind
of hunger, a ceaseless craving for God,
for the wholeness and health, the holiness and compassion that we know
we are capable of and that we need to
remain human. We are not meditating
for very long ( less than 25 years) before we realise that it will not let us rest
until we find it.
Many today who practice a secularised kind of spirituality, motivated

by the short-term benefits associated
with meditation, discover that it enhances not only their calmness under
stress but also their creativity and their
relationships. Whatever induces us to
start the journey, this is an essential
benefit of meditation for us to release
if we are to regain our collective sanity.
The Christian contemplative tradition has always emphasised the creative altruism of meditation. The desert fathers, for all their flight from the
world, knew that those caring for the
poor and sick in the towns might well
be on a higher level of faith. St Bernard,
who shaped the mystical tradition of
the middle ages, was a man of tireless action and pilgrimage who understood that ‘souls like holy mothers
bring forth souls by their labours’, that
the goal of contemplative life was to
make us better at caring for each other
and even that the ‘embrace of contemplation must often be interrupted in
order to give nourishment to the little
ones and none may live for himself
alone but for others.’
The spirit of love reminds us on a
daily basis that to be healthy we must
be whole and that as we grow through
healing into wholeness we begin to
touch the edge of holiness. Our tradition teaches that contemplation is the
work of love – the threefold work of
receiving, releasing and returning. Our
daily meditation and the community it
creates reminds us love is the universal foundation of a human being, the
essence of all personal and civilised
values. Without the spiritual we cannot
be sane.
With much love

Laurence Freeman OSB
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News
Meditatio Seminar in Sydney:

Meditation and the Environment
By Linda Chapman

Several of the 350 attendees to
the Environment Meditatio event
held in Sydney 22-24 April described
it as ‘transformative.’ The first Meditatio on the Environment for The
WCCM, it brought together speakers from the disciplines of theology,
philosophy, science and spirituality.
It was both a sobering reminder of
the ecological crisis we currently
face and an inspiring call to action.
Fr Laurence opened the event
by suggesting that on our current
trajectory the human species could
well be engaging in an act of suicide. He maintained that whilst the
earth will endure human beings are
putting both ourselves and countless other species at risk of extinction. The speakers discussed the

ecological tipping point of the planet and the necessity of a global tipping point of consciousness. Bishop
George Browning gave a vigorous
address and encouraged the need
to live out the human vocation to
‘keep the space’ of creation by taking decisive action for the common
good. Meditation was affirmed as a
form of action and an interior work
to support environmental advocacy.
Saturday began with the powerful sound of the didgeridoo played
by a Walbunga man from the south
coast. This sound resonates deeply
in the human body and psyche,
and suggests that ‘deep calling on
deep’ that Miriam Rose Ungunmerr
speaks of in her talk of ‘Dadirri’
(contemplation).

Later, Aboriginal philosopher
Vicki Grieves reminded us of the ‘gift’
of aboriginal people and culture to
the white people of our land. The
‘pattern thinking’ of these people, as
seen in much of their art, offers us
a consciousness of the connections
of all life and a view of the land as
sacred.
Susan Murphy spoke of the need
for something to be ‘roused’ in us
such that we would act towards others with compassion. She reflected
on our tendency to quickly move
away from the uncomfortable. A visual ‘lectio’ later in the morning offered images of profound human
wounding of the non-human environment. We were invited to stay
present to those images and notice
our own responses. Later we used
words from Laudate Si for further
lectio.
The afternoon Q&A session
brought deeper reflection on the
church’s role in shaping environmental attitudes. Speakers proposed
a common view of the culpability
of Christianity in the social, political and technological world view of
western civilization that contributes
to the disregard and ‘de-sacralization’ of nature. David Tacey spoke of
the necessity of facing this ‘shadow’
in Christianity. We were reminded
however that human beings are a
part of nature. The contemplative
consciousness that meditation fosters sees this non-dual reality. And
further conversation recognised
that human destructiveness is not
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News
located solely within any one sector
of society but is a universal.
Sunday included a variety of
workshops. A panel facilitated by
Donna Mulhearn included some
young inspiring activists.
Meditation lay at the heart of the
conference. Led by Fr Laurence we
embodied the practice of stillness
and silence. Ultimately this Meditatio clarified the role of meditation in
contributing to the healing of earthhuman relations through a new
consciousness. Meditation fosters
a contemplative consciousness for
the good of the whole earth community. As a practice that bears the
fruit of simplicity it reveals to us both
the need of, and our capacity to live
within, limits that secure space for
future generations. Meditation restores a world-view of life as a web
in which we recognize that harm
to one part is harm to the whole.
In meditation, we discover that we
are connected with every centre,
the centre that is everywhere, and
we learn to live in harmony with all
creation.
As a speaker and participant I left
the event with a sense of the significance of meditation in a world that
is increasingly challenged by climate
change with consequent biological
and social disruption. We must grow
more fully human; more consciously
loving and life-giving, making space
for others on this small, magnificent
garden planet that is held in being
within the vastness of the cosmos.
This earth who shelters us, feeds
us, inspires us is precious beyond
words. We are her inhabitants. May
we also keep her and love her.

Meditatio Seminar in Prague:

Spirituality for a Secular Society
By Vladimir Volrab

The Meditatio seminar “Spirituality for a Secular Society” was held
in Prague, the Czech Republic, 11th
- 12th May. This is an important
topic for the whole of western culture today and the Czech Republic’s
historical context made it an ideal
location for exploring this theme.
250 participants and four speakers
developed this through a number of
events, workshops and conferences.
Prof Ivana Noble, Czech ecumenical theologian, spoke about loneliness and the struggle with emptiness and the lack of meaning in
contemporary society. Fr. Laurence
Freeman, Director of the WCCM
spoke about “Mystery in a Technological Age”. He offered an insight
that meditation could re-enchant
the world through the contemplative experience of mystery. The first

speaker on the next evening was
one of the major philosophers of our
time, Prof Charles Taylor, for whom
the theme of secularism led to his
great work ‘A Secular Age’. He spoke
about the new forms of spiritual life
which are springing up through religious pluralism and its encounter
with secularism in the modern West.
The last speaker was Prof Tomas
Halik, a theologian, sociologist, philosopher and Catholic priest. Both
he and Charles Taylor are recipients
of the Templeton Prize for Religion.
Halik explained that God’s ‘hiddenness’ does not necessarily imply His
non-existence. In his view a sense of
God’s remoteness could lead many
people to a faith that encapsulated
the experience of God’s absence.
Both evenings concluded with a
panel discussion.
After the Seminar a meditation retreat for about seventy participants
continued exploring the theme of
secularization. Fr. Laurence spoke
about finding communion through
compassion in a divided world which for him is the meaning of spirituality today. We all felt honoured
that Charles Taylor also spent the retreat with us, during which he gave
a profound commentary on the Parable of the Good Samaritan.
It was a great week of both intellectual reflection and contemplative
experience which together deepened our understanding of contemplative spirituality in our time.

If the world is going to be renewed, it must be renewed in sanity. If the Church is going to be
renewed, it must be renewed in sanctity, based on sanity. (John Main)
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News
Mental Health Conference in Los Angeles
By James Bishop

(Photo LACDMH PIO)

On May 26th, the Los Angeles County
Department of Mental Health held their
15th Annual Mental Health and Spirituality Conference “Looking Over The
Horizon” at the Los Angeles Convention
Center. The three keynote speakers were
His Holiness Drikung Kyabgon Chetsang
from India; Fr. Laurence Freeman; and Dr.
Marvin J. Southard, Professor of Practice
at the University of Southern California
School of Social Work.

Fr. Laurence opened his talk by stating
that “The connection between [mental
health and spirituality] is not only relevant to our contemporary experience of
diminishing mental health. It is unavoidable.”
After explaining that our understandings of these two aspects are culturally
conditioned, Laurence stated that “cultures can go wrong and become sick
themselves.” He outlined some of the
symptoms of our cultural sickness, including loneliness, a sense of meaninglessness, and their byproducts: things we
do to fill our gaps of loneliness that are
ultimately self-destructive.
Laurence explained that our “balance
of attention” has shifted to our models of
reality, rather than reality itself. But it is
our attention to reality that allows us to
be functional in this world. We regain our
sense of meaning in the world through
connection, and Laurence said that

our meaning is also part of the healing
of loneliness. Our connections can be
made stronger through contemplative
practice. “Contemplative practice has, as
one of its first effects, the gift of making
us feel and think in a more embodied
way. It brings body and mind together
in a harmony which is healthy and promotes healthy, balanced living.” Laurence offered meditation as “the most
simple, universal and accessible form of
contemplative practice.”
Laurence concluded by discussing
the connections between meditation
and medicine. “This connection and the
integration of spirituality with mental
healthcare offers a powerful resource for
the provision of mental healthcare in a
society as psychologically damaged and
spiritually under-nourished culture.”
ONLINE: Read the transcription of Fr.
Laurence’s talk in Los Angeles here:
http://tiny.cc/LFblog

The Index to John Main’s Books
By Geraldene Ford

The index to John Main’s books
was produced very much with the
user in mind. Any user, from any
background, should be able to use
the index to locate in John Main’s 11
books, ideas, themes & thoughts that
interest them. Not every instance of
every significant word is recorded in
the index (that would be of statistical
interest only). If every single mention
of every keyword had been recorded,
then the user may go to the required
text & find many words mentioned
only in passing. Obviously the words
“meditation”, “mantra”, “Maranatha”,
“stillness”, “silence”, “simplicity”, “Je-

sus”, “Christ”, “love”, “God” etc. are
mentioned frequently. In the choice
of keywords, the selection was made
when Father John dwells on, or expands on, the idea that the words
signify.
Under Father Laurence’s direction,
the index became simple & clear;
therefore there are no “see” or “see
also” references directing the user
to another part of the index to find a
preferred term. The keywords are the
natural language of the texts.
Each entry in the index consists of
three parts: the keyword or phrase;
the title of the book ; the page or pag-

es on which the keyword or phrase
occurs in those texts. Non-english
words or phrases have been italicised.
Father John’s writings are profound records of his journey into the
heart of God. No attempt to capture
his meaning is adequate but it is
hoped, however, that this index may
help the user to find & locate passages that aid in the user’s comprehension of what Father John devoted his
life to: the teaching of Christian Meditation.
ONLINE: the Index to John Main’s
books is available here:
http://tiny.cc/indexJM
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News

WCCM Hong Kong 10th Anniversary
By Lina Lee

for his unfailing nurture and love for us
over the past decade. He encouraged
us to grow in the love of the Spirit and
build on the dozen plus local meditation groups. Hence, to mark the start
of our 10th Anniversary Year, we organized in March our first Essential
Teaching Weekend and a public talk
to Catholic schools, hosted by Penny
Sturrock. We look forward to our August pilgrimage to Singapore and
Malaysia, treading the footsteps of Fr
John Main and meeting up with our
fellow meditators there. Deo Gratias!
2016 is a special and grace-filled
year for us.
To our big joy, from 29 April to 1 May,
we returned to the the blessed place
of our beginning ten years ago at Salesian House at Cheung Chau. There we
celebrated our 10th Anniversary with a
Silent Retreat led by Fr. Laurence with
the intriguing theme of “Beatitudes:
Jesus’s Teaching on Happiness.” Conveying our deep gratitude to the Lord,
we pledged that we were most willing
to continue to be “blown” by the breezes of the Spirit as we move forward on
our pilgrimage to the heart. Liz King,
who brought Fr Laurence to us and
to whom we are most indebted, also
joined us with Albert King, our Honorary Advisor, from Michigan, USA.
What also brought us great delight
was that, in addition to over 100 local
retreatants, we were joined by 50 retreatants (including clergy, seminarians and lay persons) from Catholic and
Protestant Churches in Mainland China. Thanks to the great work of Augustine Xiao from Shanghai, these medi-

tators represented at least 12 Chinese
Mainland cities: Taiyuan, Wuhan, Yueyang, Guizhou, Guangzhou, Yichang,
Shanghai, Heilongjiang, Henan, Hebei,
Beijing and Shenzhen. How amazing
is the gift of the Spirit! Comments from
participants:
Fr. Laurence teaches us that meditation can help us transcend our ego, and
discover the deepest corner of our heart
where God exists.
Grace Lam, Hong Kong
Fr. Laurence enlightened us that the
Beatitudes are not just for the intellect
but are more akin to the heart.
Jean Li, Hong Kong
I bless and thank all of you who
are instrumental in promoting and
nurturing this prayer of the heart,
in particular Fr. Laurence Freeman.
John Cardinal Tong, Bishop of HK
May this milestone for the Hong
Kong community continue to be a sign
of how meditation creates community,
a “community of love”.
Laurence Freeman OSB.
We are most grateful to Fr Laurence

France

From 20 to 22 May was held the national meeting of the French Community near Besançon. Nearly 120 meditators were present. The talks were
given by Laurence Freeman OSB and
Philippe MacLeod (above), poet, writer, musician and columnist. The theme
of the weekend was To be and remain
beings of presence, to answer two questions: How do I find every day the way of
interiority in confusion and agitation of
the world? and How to bring about the
Presence, so that our insight becomes
that insight of blessing that can only
give thanks for all creation?
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Updates from WCCM India
The WCCM community in Mumbai has been in existence since 2004
when, after a visit by Fr. Laurence
Freeman at the invitation of Fr. Joe
Pereira, efforts were made to teach
the practice and form meditation
groups in the diocese. The target
were members of the Christian Community searching for a contemplative practice that resonated with
their faith. At the same time, Fr. Joe
led the effort to integrate the practice into his work with recovering alcoholics and the rehabilitation of the
chemically dependent, through his Kripa Foundation. There have, therefore,
been two strands at work in the diocese. There is the teaching of meditation within the context of the Christian
Tradition which now has six functioning groups in the diocese of Bombay.
There is also an “outreach” aspect aimed
at making the benefits of the teaching
available to a wider audience – schools,
prisons, rehabilitation centres.
Since Fr. Joe Pereira has a network
of centres all over the country, he has
made the practice of meditation an
integral part of his recovery program.
Through this work, meditation has
been offered as a means of achieving
wholeness of mind and body through
sixty-nine varied facilities addressing
chemical dependency and HIV/ AIDS
in the twelve States in India where
Kripa has an influential presence. It
is part of an essentially spiritual program of recovery. In March, Fr. Joe
organized a week- long meditation
program on the banks of the Ganges
River in North India at the Divya Jyoti
Ashram, a Catholic Ashram run by Sr.
Ma Thureea, RSCJ. He also organized

a WCCM Essential Teaching Workshop at Kochi.
Fr. Joe is working on a translation
of “Your Daily Practice” into Malayalam, the language of the State of
Kerala in Southern India, and has recently released a translation of the
same booklet into Marathi, the local
language of Maharashtra, where our
archdiocese is situated. Thanks to his
personal initiatives, we are delighted
to see how the practice of Christian
Meditation is taking root in India.
Bernadette Pimenta, our National Contact, has her own NGO, Seva
Dham, that works with the underprivileged and marginalized in mental hospitals and prisons in Maharashtra. As a member of the Board of
Governors and later as Vice President
of the Indo Global Social Service Society, she recently initiated a meditation program for staff members of
the Head Office in New Delhi. She
has received invitations to do the
same in the N. E. States, Tamil Nadu
and at Nagpur and Hazaribagh. Meditation sessions are routinely held in
prisons in Thane, Kalyan and Byculla,
as part of her outreach program. She
also runs a Value Education program
in her own school at which both children and their parents have been
initiated into the practice of meditation. While these programs cannot always be specifically focused
on “Christian” meditation, she has
recently held an introductory Christian Meditation Program in her own
parish in Thane and in another parish
church in Mumbai, at the invitation
of the parish priest.
Having been more widely dis-

seminated in India in the past, the
teaching of meditation as a Christian
contemplative practice is now largely restricted to the diocese of Mumbai . We have six functioning groups
that meet regularly each week, and
there are regular monthly half-day
programs open to all, designed to
deepen our understanding of the
practice. Christopher Mendonca also
leads regular retreats and special
days of silence during Lent and Advent, which are well attended and
much appreciated.

Changes in Meditatio
House London

Andrew McAlister, from Australia,
has concluded his stay as an oblate at
Meditatio House : “The last two years
have been, for me, a transforming exploration and a deepening in the experience of meditation and community”. Read Andrew’s blog here:
http://tiny.cc/amcblog
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In Focus

Karen and Tim Pedigo, from USA
to leave self/ego behind with the faith
that we will rise into new life. Inevitably, each client faces the dilemma of
letting go of ego and letting change
occur, or hanging onto ego and staying “stuck”. Often, the fear and “hanging on” only increase the suffering of
the individual. When our clients try to
desperately preserve the ego plan, we
pray to gently help them to learn how
to “let go” in faith.
“The preaching of the cross
is foolishness to those who are
perishing but to those of us who
are being saved it is the power of
God”.
I Cor 1: 18
As psychologists, we serve Christ
by working with people in psychotherapy. Unlike many of our secular
colleagues, the lenses from which we
see our clients and how we experience our therapy relationships are primarily informed by the teachings of
John Main and Christian meditation.
Whatever the nature of the concern
a person brings to psychotherapy,
we look for how the Spirit of Christ
is at work in the person, whether or
not that individual is Christian. The
journey of healing and wholeness in
psychotherapy is about the decision

Tim:

I began my journey with Christian
meditation 20 years. At that time, I
was working at the Cancer Support
Center, where people were facing
death in a very direct way. During that
time I had the opportunity to be with
people whose faith allowed them to
die graciously and let go into death
with light and love. Other cases were
not so peaceful. Sometimes, patients
fought to the end with anger, leaving
their loved ones behind to deal with
painful and complicated grief. Interestingly, years ago as a teenager I
had to witness my mother and father
die in despair. It seemed the Spirit of
Christ was at work in me to “see” the
difference faith can make in how one
enters the mystery of death. My daily
meditation guided me as I learned to

Meditatio Newsletter is published four
times a year by the International Office of
The World Community for Christian
Meditation, St Marks, Myddelton Square
London EC1R 1XX, London, UK.
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7278 2070

let go and reside in the trusting mystery of God working in and around me.
Many of the clients with whom I
have worked, have evoked my issues
of desperation and despair. Meditation has helped me to endure these
experiences in my clients and in myself. Meditation helped me learn how
to not need to fix or save but remain
in faith in how God was working in the
my clients’ lives. As a result , I was able
to be with them in a more profound
way which often led to healing connection and change.

Karen:

I began my journey with Christian
meditation about 10 years ago and
it has helped me journey with others
through painful situations. My meditation practice has kept me grounded
in the wisdom of God and open to the
mysteries of life that often confound
human logic and reason. As I sit with
my clients, I am able to let the Spirit of
Christ be present in me and join in the
experience of the other in a compassionate and caring manner. This helps
my clients let go of ego, courageously
face their challenges, and take difficult steps to make necessary changes.
I could not be as open and faithful
without my meditation practice.

Editor: Leonardo Corrêa
(leonardo@wccm.org)
Graphic Design: Gerson Laureano
Would you like to contribute to the
Meditatio Newsletter? Our next
deadline is September 10th.
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Resources
Books

CDs

Coming Home:

The Monastic Tradition
of Meditation 1

A guide to Teaching Christian
Meditation to Children
Ernie Christie

Retreats & Events
John Main Seminar
Where the Light Comes in...
Led by Jean Vanier
31 Aug - 4 Sep / Trosly, France

Laurence Freeman OSB

Excerpts from talks at the conference on Meditation and the Monastic
Tradition at San Anselmo, Rome, 2015
ONLINE: the audio files are available
here: http://tiny.cc/CDMonastic01

This revised and updated edition
contains new articles on the challenge
of attention today and its relationship
to spirituality. Ernie Christie writes on
the need to ‘stop’ for progress to happen. It also provides new templates
and guidelines for teachers. This book
shows how meditation can help chil- Meditation, compassion and
dren find balance and a sense of their
joy for the corporate world
own personal wholeness.
A conversation with Chade-Meng
Ernie Christie’s practical and detailed guidelines for introducing medi- Tan and Laurence Freeman
Meng, one of Google’s earliest entation to children in the classroom and
in daily life will inspire and encourage gineers and author, met online with
anyone serious about helping children the WCCM director. Watch the video
here: http://tiny.cc/meng_LF
to grow to their full potential.

Videos

Pre-Seminar Retreat with
Jean Vanier and Laurence Freeman
Retreat and Seminar are fully
booked. Register for online participation here:
http://tiny.cc/jms2016online

Bere Island Retreat
Health & Meditation
September 09-16, 2016
Bere Island, Ireland
More information:
http://tiny.cc/BIHealth2016

Bere Island Festival
of Music & Silence
September 16-18, 2016
Bere Island, Ireland
More information:
http://tiny.cc/BIMSF2016

To order: contact the resource center nearest to you. Our centres are listed below
VISIT THE CHRISTIAN MEDITATION PAGE AT AMAZON: http://astore.amazon.com/w0575-20
UK and Europe
www.goodnewsbooks.net
email: orders@goodnewsbooks.net
Tel: +44 (0) 1582 571011
USA: www.contemplative-life.org
contemplativewisdom2@gmail.com
Tel:+1-520-882-0290

CANADA: www.wccm-canada.ca
email: christianmeditation@bellnet.ca
Tel: +1-514-485-7928
ASIA
email: enquiries@mediomedia.com
Tel: +65 6469 7671

NEW ZEALAND:
www.christiansupplies.co.nz
email: order@pleroma.org.nz
Tel: 0508 988 988
(Within NZ Only)

AUSTRALIA:
jopanetta@gmail.com
Tel: +61 2 9482 3468

